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%AST !SIA ,IBRARY RENOVATION ! NEW VISION FOR THE SUPPORT OF %AST !SIAN
3TUDIES AT 9ALE
contributing, the project budget grew to over $1.8 million. The
Chicago-based firm Hammond, Beeby, Rupert, Ainge was hired
as project architect, with management services from Yale Facilities.

5NIVERSITY ,IBRARIAN !LICE 0ROCHASKA GIVES A TOUR OF THE NEWLY OPENED
%AST !SIA ,IBRARY TO !MBASSADOR 2YOZO +ATO *APANESE !MBASSADOR TO
THE 5NITED 3TATES

The East Asia Library, located in Sterling Memorial Library, has
been transformed thanks to a major grant from the Council on
East Asian Studies. The space was dedicated as an Asia Reading
Room in the 1960s. By 2004, its facilities were beyond the point
of graceful aging, and the Council on East Asian Studies pledged
$1.5 million for the planned renovation. With the University also
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The many results of the renovation include:
• a magnificent, high-ceilinged room, formerly crowded
with two tiers of stacks, which will allow for additional
study and reference space and the integration of the
periodical collection, which had previously been shelved
in several different rooms
• a new hot-water heating system (eliminating the hissing
and clangs that serenaded generations of graduate students)
• air conditioning
• power, data, and telephone connections
• new lighting in all stack and study areas
• an additional seminar room and the upgrading of
existing seminar rooms with Yale-standard capacities
for electronic instruction
• a series of reformatted offices, arranged to improve
reader access to librarians
• new furniture, including specially designed carrels
with a Japanese shoji panel motif
• other design elements such as carpet, a hardwood floor
in the large seminar room, and wood-paneled enclosures
for the radiators
The renovation has also enhanced support for the East Asian
Studies program and community at Yale by providing a central
campus focal point for faculty, students, visitors, and staff. This
goal was best described by a faculty member in response to a 1998
survey, in which he expressed a desire for the Reading Room to
become “a vibrant, functioning center for the intellectual and
cultural engagement of Yale University with Asia.” There could
be no better time for this transformation, as both Yale University
and Yale University Library spearhead internationalization with
a focus on East Asia. — 
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Nota Bene is published during
the academic year to acquaint
the Yale community and others
interested with the resources of
the Yale libraries. Please direct
comments and questions to
Amanda Patrick, Editor,
Director of Development
Sterling Memorial Library,
(phone: 432-4484, e-mail:
amanda.patrick@yale.edu)

$IGITIZATION OF VISUAL RESOURCES
While the development of digital technology has
transformed all aspects of higher education, it
has had particularly profound effects on architecture, studio art, and the history of art and
archaeology – disciplines that require images as
the core elements of their pedagogy and research
methods. In the last two years, Yale has witnessed
an exponential increase in the demand for digital
image collections and delivery systems in the
classroom. In order to meet this demand, the Yale
University Library launched an ambitious new
program, the Integrated Digital Image Resources
(IDIR) initiative, in March 2006.
IDIR aims to establish a sustainable model for
Library support for digital image collections and
associated services. This two-year program will
initially focus on the Library’s Visual Resources
Collection (VRC), which holds more than
500,000 slides and photographs and over 85,000

digital images relating to the visual arts and allied
fields. IDIR aims to transform the VRC into
an innovative resource center that will facilitate
digital image creation, discovery, management,
and use. In partnership with the Library’s Digital
Production and Integration Program (DPIP),
IDIR plans to digitize up to 160,000 VRC
images. Other IDIR goals include archiving
VRC slide and photograph collections,
developing programs to improve digital image
tools and features, and training library staff to
use and manage digital technologies. Guided by
a faculty committee appointed by the Provost,
IDIR will also enable greater collaboration and
coordination between library staff, faculty, and
campus users of digital technology. Although the
arts are its initial focus, the IDIR project model
will be extensible to a wide range of academic
disciplines and programs at Yale. — %
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The Library is developing an impressive collection
of postcards from Africa, with collections held
in the Division of Manuscripts and Archives and
at the Divinity Library. The Manuscripts and
Archives collection contains approximately 13,000
postcards and continues to expand as more items
are added by the African Collection curator.
The Divinity Library holds approximately 4,000
postcards that document the work of missionary
agencies in Africa. The postcards in both
collections, which date to the beginning of the
twentieth century, are arranged by country
or region. Many were produced during the period
of European colonization and printed in Europe
(mostly in France, Germany, and Italy). The
collection represents countries throughout Africa.
Postcards that were used for correspondence
offer insights into Western ideas of Africa

and Africans (and will also be of interest to
philatelists). Others, such as the famed
Zagourski postcards which were recently
displayed in an exhibit in the Sterling Memorial
Library nave, were never mailed and were obviously collected for other reasons. Many of the
cards were taken and/or produced by skilled
photographers or publishers such as Ernest Thill,
G. Lerat, Peter Freres, and Rene Moreau.
Themes cover a wide spectrum of topics,
providing a fascinating resource for students of
ethnography, historical geography, environmental
history, cultural and artistic practices (such as
ceremonies and costumes), and methods of
production. More information on Yale Library’s
collection of African postcards may be found
at: http://www.library.yale.edu/african. —):

news

-ARJORIE 7YNNE TURNS 
Haven Lawn Club. Miss Wynne, a
native of Virginia and a graduate of
Duke University, joined the staff of the
Sterling Memorial Library in 1942, and
from 1947 to 1963 was Librarian of the
Rare Book Room. With the opening of
the Beinecke Library in 1963, she was
appointed as the Edwin J. Beinecke
Research Librarian, a position she held
until her retirement in 1987.
On March 7, the Beinecke Library
marked the 90th birthday of Marjorie
G. Wynne with a dinner party
for a few local friends at the New

Miss Wynne is a member of
the Grolier Club, the Association
Internationale de Bibliophilie, and the
Elizabethan Club. In her retirement

she has served as secretary of the
Connecticut Academy of Arts
and Sciences and president of
the New Haven branch of the
English-Speaking Union.
Her portrait, commissioned by
the Beinecke Library and painted by
Irene Hecht, was unveiled in 2006.
In the same year, she established the
Marjorie G. Wynne Fellowship in
British Literature, providing funds for
visiting scholars using material in the
Beinecke Library.
— )Dand5

9ALE LIBRARIAN EDITS AUTHORITATIVE 9ALE "OOK OF 1UOTATIONS

The Yale Book of Quotations, recently
published by Yale University Press, was
edited by Fred Shapiro, a librarian at the

Lillian Goldman Law Library and
lecturer in legal research at the Yale
Law School. It is the first major
quotation book to emphasize modern
and American sources — including
popular culture, children’s literature,
sports, technology, law, politics, and
the social sciences — and the first to
use state-of-the-art research methods.
Shapiro credits the superior print and
electronic resources of Yale University
Library with offering him “convenient
access to research treasures.” Online
historical text collections such as JSTOR,
ProQuest Historical Newspapers and
American Periodical Series, Times
Digital Archive, Eighteenth Century
Collections Online, and Literature
Online enabled him to search vast
troves of books, journals, and news-

papers to trace quotation origins to
their earliest discoverable evidence.
In many cases, Shapiro found earlier
occurrences or more accurate authorship for famous quotations published
in standard dictionaries.
The Association of American
Publishers awarded The Yale Book of
Quotations a 2006 Honorable Mention
in the Single-Volume Reference Work
(Humanities/Social Sciences) category.
In another singular honor, the book
received a lengthy review by Louis
Menand in The New Yorker. It was
also featured in the New York Times,
Boston Globe, Philadelphia Inquirer,
Seattle Times, Los Angeles Times, Sunday
Times (London), and on National Public
Radio’s program “Morning Edition.”
— :and$CC
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%RADICATING PESTS IN THE STACKS
On November 1, 2006, Yale awarded a
three-year vendor contract to a new pest
control company, Ecolab. In conjunction
with University Contracting, Facilities,
Custodial and Customer Services, the
Field Services unit of the Preservation
Department was able to include an
Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
program as part of the contract for the
entire library system, including the

Lewis Walpole Library in Farmington.
IPM is a method of pest control, adapted
from the agricultural industry, which
minimizes pesticide use in favor of
investigative and preventive techniques.
Through electronic reporting (called eStat),
members of the Preservation Department,
as well as Facilities and Custodial Services,
can call up reports indicating where there
are repeat pest concerns. Library staff are

doing their share
to assist with the
new program,
including
participating in
a presentation with representatives from
Ecolab, the Office of Environmental
Health and Safety, Yale Customer
Service, and the Preservation Field
Services Librarian. — =%

collections

Historical forceps attract a crowd at the Cushing/Whitney Medical Library

Susan Wheeler, Curator
of Prints and Drawings
at the Medical Library
shows off the array of
historical forceps.

Obstetrical forceps dating from 1780
to 1890, from the collection of Yale
professor Herbert Thoms, M.D. (1885
–1972), were examined by members of
the Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Reproductive Sciences during a January session in the Cushing/
Whitney Medical Library. Invented in the
seventeenth century, forceps were held as
a proprietary secret by the Chamberlen
family in England for over one hundred
years before they began to be widely used
by surgeons assisting in difficult births.
Practitioners eventually designed their
own variations, which accounts for
many subtly different specimens.

Materials in the collection include
mid-eighteenth-century anatomical
atlases illustrating the use of forceps,
contemporary diatribes against male
practitioners, and satirical prints of the
“man-midwife.” The collector Herbert
Thoms, a longtime member of the
department, was an active historian of
obstetrics and Connecticut medicine and
also an artist of note. His collection of
obstetrical instruments can be viewed at
http://www.med.yale.edu/library/historical/
instruments/obgyntemplate.html.

November for a session on William
Hunter’s atlas Anatomia uteri humani
gravidi tabulis illustrata (The Anatomy
of the Human Gravid Uterus Exhibited
in Figures), printed in 1774 by John
Baskerville. Susan Wheeler, Curator
of Prints and Drawings, organized
and led the two sessions, which were
coordinated by Holly Grosetta Nardini,
Library liaison to the department. A
third session for department residents
is planned for May. — sw and hgn

The January gathering was the second
for the department, which also met in

Blogging American Literature
The Yale Collection of American
Literature at the Beinecke Library has
developed two blogs to promote the
collection: African American Studies
at Beinecke Library (www.beinekcejwj.
wordpress.com) and Poetry at Beinecke
Library (www.beinekcepoetry.wordpress.
com). These dynamic websites function
like newsletters, providing students,

faculty, staff, and other library users with
frequently updated information about the
Yale Collection of American Literature,
its many events and programs, and related
resources on campus. Notices posted on
the sites include announcements of new
acquisitions, descriptions of collection
highlights, and invitations to poetry
readings, lectures, and exhibitions. Both

sites include links to related collections,
academic departments, and programs
around campus and the New Haven area.
Over time, this new digital initiative will
allow the Yale Collection of American
Literature to promote new knowledge and
discovery networks and to educate a wide
range of possible audiences. — nk

international
library events calendar

Global Faces
of the Yale Library
Talks

march 29th, 2:00pm

SML Lecture Hall
Yale and Iraq, Iraq and Yale
Professor Benjamin Foster,
Laffan Professor of Assyriology
and Babylonian Literature and
Curator of the Yale Babylonian
Collection

april 19th, 2:00pm

SML Lecture Hall
Before You Go: Preparation for
Crossing Cultures
Jane Edwards, Associate Dean for
International Affairs, Yale College

may 4th, 2:00pm

SML Lecture Hall
A World Connected: How
Traders, Preachers, Warriors and
Adventurers Shaped Globalization
Nayan Chanda, Editor, Yale Global
Online & Director of Publications
for the Yale Center for the Study
of Globalization.
Reception, exhibit opening and
book signing to follow.

june 29th, 5:00pm

Yale Divinity Chapel
African Missionary Photography
in the Nineteenth Century:
Liberating or Enslaving?
T. Jack Thompson, Director
of the Center for the Study of
Christianity in the Non-Western
World, School of Divinity,
Edinburgh University

(Spotlight on International Exhibits — continued)

citizens faced the brute force
of their totalitarian regime
demanding accountability,
justice, and autonomy.
The revolution culminated
in the appointment of a new
cabinet, calling for free elections
and withdrawal of Soviet troops.
Victory was glorious, if fleeting.
In a few weeks, Hungary suffered defeat from a large-scale
Soviet military intervention, the
Communist single-party system
was restored, and Hungary’s
status was confirmed again
as a state in the Soviet sphere
of influence. This exhibit,
organized by the Slavic and
East European Collection and
currently on view in Sterling
Memorial Library, includes
books, images, and docu-

ments to commemorate this
exceptional course of events.
Madness in Mesopotamia
Currently on show in Sterling
Memorial Library, this
intriguing exhibit contains
exquisitely preserved stone
tablets bearing inscriptions
detailing a range of human
states of mind and behavior
that were considered abnormal
in ancient Mesopotamia. Some
of these would be diagnosed
today as mental illness, such
as chronic anxiety, depression,
feelings of persecution, or
delusions. The Mesopotamians
personified and individualized
these mental and emotional
states as the results of a demonic
attack or as witchcraft. They
also recognized that excessive

different; “Bilingual Beckett,” “Contemporary
Writing of the Black Atlantic,” and “ForsterAuden-Isherwood: Six Degrees of Separation.”
In 2002, an undergraduate poster competition
was added, for which a $500 prize is awarded
to the winning designer of the annual poster
announcing the book collecting competition.

april

Highlights of the East Asian
Collection

4/18, 11:00am & 3:00pm
— Library Staff only
4/25, 11:00am & 3:00pm
— Public
may

june

Christianity as a World Religion:
Highlights of the Divinity Library

6/20, 11:00am & 3:00pm
— Open to all

See the back page of Nota
Bene for a full listing of upcoming exhibits in several
of the Yale Libraries. All
are welcome! — ajp

Fiftieth anniversary of the Adrian Van Sinderen Book
Collecting Prize

yale.edu to reserve your place on
the following tours:

5/9, 11:00am & 3:00pm
— Library Staff only
5/16, 11:00am & 3:00pm
— Public

These ancient forms of
documentation, drawn from
the Library’s Babylonian
Collection, are as stunningly
beautiful as they are old; some
elements of the collection
date back almost 9000
years. Highlights include the
lamentations of a lovesick
Babylonian youth, an episode
of the Epic of Gilgamesh, and
the first recorded case of murder
for hire.

development

Tours: Please email: atYUL@

Fortunoff Video Archive
for Holocaust Testimonies:
Globalization of a Local New
Haven Project

enthusiasm or desire could bring
on madness for power, fame, or
consummation of desire.

This year marks the fiftieth anniversary of
the Adrian Van Sinderen Book Collecting
Prize. Established in 1957, it encourages Yale
undergraduates to collect books, build their
own libraries, and read for pleasure and education. The late Mr. Adrian Van Sinderen (Class
of 1910) established two book collecting prizes,
one for Seniors and one for Sophomores, valued
at $1000 and $700 respectively. Three winning
collections were selected this year, each very

Commemorating this landmark, members
of the Van Sinderen family, former senior prizewinners, and current and former prize judges,
gathered for a celebratory dinner on March 31,
2007. Following in his footsteps, Mr. Adrian Van
Sinderen’s descendants have been continuously and
actively involved with the prize. His granddaughter,
Sylvia Van Sinderen Abbate, currently serves on the
committee, and his son, Alfred W. Van Sinderen,
served on the committee until the early 1990s. The
Van Sinderen Fund has also been used to purchase
books for various University libraries, including
major additions to Alfred Van Sinderen’s collection
of Charles Babbage in the Beinecke Library.
Thanks to the generosity of Mr. Van Sinderen,
undergraduate bibliophiles have received encouragement, validation, and monetary support for a
full half-century. — rm

international

Fall International Fellows
The 2006 fall semester brought four
Visiting Fellows to the Yale Library
— the highest number to have come
for an overlapping time period so far.
Representing four different countries,
three types of library, and three fellowship programs, they brought diverse
professional and personal experiences
which made interaction with their Yale
colleagues particularly rewarding for
both parties.

assisting with the ordering and processing of Baltic and Russian materials.

Signe Bachmann, Head of the
Department of Estonian Acquisitions
at the Tartu University Library in Tartu,
Estonia, was the seventh visiting librarian
to come to Yale under the auspices of
the Dr. Kristaps Keggi Baltic Internship
Program, and the fifteenth intern
hosted by the Slavic and East European
Collection since 1993. Based in the Slavic
Reading Room, she worked under the
mentorship of Curator Tatjana Lorkovic´

Dong Feng, Assistant Librarian and
Director of the Acquisitions and Catalog
Department at Sun Yat-sen University
in Guangzhou, China, was the third
beneficiary of a Kwok Library Fellowship, a three-year program launched in
January 2006 with funding from the
Kwok Foundation of Hong Kong, to
bring librarians from Chinese universities
to the Yale Library for six to twelve
months each.
The last two fellows, Egle Stalnioniene
from Lithuania and Pascal Mouhouelo
from Congo, came under the auspices
of the International Associates Program.
Egle, a Senior Research Associate at the
Vilnius Music and Art Public Library,
was invited by the Music Library and the
Arts Library, where she lent an expert
hand placing orders for art and music

books published in Lithuania, Latvia,
and Estonia; arranging bookplates in
the Arts of the Books Collection; and
advising colleagues on Lithuanian
newspapers and other periodicals. Pascal,
a Reference Librarian at the World Health
Organization Regional Office for Africa
(WHO/AFRO) in Brazzaville, Republic
of Congo, was invited by the Medical
Library, where he learned about the
Library’s collections and services and its
role in the development of the HINARI
and OARE technology models. He also
visited other important libraries in the
United States, notably the National
Library of Medicine and the Library
of Congress.
More information on Signe, Dong,
Egle, and Pascal, as well as on previous
international visitors, can be found at:
http://www.library.yale.edu/international/
profiles.html. — gk

Spotlight on international exhibits
Over recent months, several fascinating exhibits in
Sterling Memorial Library have highlighted the great
diversity of the Yale Library’s international collections,
while also attracting many visitors. Here are a few still
currently on view….
Arabic and Islamic Cuisine:
The Tradition Continues
On view until April 19th, this exhibit aims at documenting
the origins and development of Middle Eastern cooking
as we know it today, from its beginnings in ancient
Mesopotamia, Persia and Egypt, to its maturity during
the Arab Omayyad era in Damascus, Syria and the
Abbasid era in Baghdad, Iraq. The exhibit also documents
the transfer of the art of Middle Eastern cooking by the
Arabs to al-Andalus (Andalusia, in Southern Spain) from
where it spread to other parts of Europe. As Fernand
Braudel said “The mere smell of cooking can evoke
a whole civilization.” The aim of the exhibit (which
includes a variety of printed items, artifacts and cuneiform
tablets, one of which divulges over 20 different recipes for
‘meat stew’!) is to demonstrate that the unity of cultures
in different parts of the world can be achieved through
the most fundamental aspect of human need — food
and drink.
Remembering Hungary, 1956-2006
In October 2006, Hungary celebrated the 50th anniversary
of the 1956 revolution, marking the time when Hungarian
(continued – next page)

— ps and rm
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n September 30th, 2006, Yale launched Yale>>tomorrow,
a five-year, $3 billion campaign to build the future of the
University. Along with other departments and units at Yale,
the University Library is taking this important opportunity
to assess its future priorities and goals. The university library
of today is a dynamic organization, constantly adapting
to new opportunities while preserving and revealing the legacy
of the world’s knowledge from the earliest written records to
those of the present day.
“As the Yale University Library enters its fourth century, we
embark on an ambitious campaign to enable our digital and
physical collections to survive and remain usable into the distant
future, to improve access to the world’s knowledge, and to assure
our services respond to the rapidly changing needs of students
and faculty. Our success today will ensure that Yale continues
its leadership among the world’s great universities tomorrow”.
— alice prochaska, University Librarian
learn how you can help us envision the future.
View the Online Giving Catalog:
http://yaletomorrow.yale.edu/schools_units/libraries.html
Request detailed information on giving opportunities
and specific projects:
Email: Amanda Patrick, Director of Library Development at:
amanda.patrick@yale.edu or phone: (203) 432 4484

trustee’s corner
Founded in 1930 by an eminent group of bibliophiles,
the Yale Library Associates provide support and visibility for Yale’s libraries. Their 40-member Board of
Trustees includes Paul Schott Stevens ’74.

paul schott stevens ’74
Yale Library Associate
One of the newest members,
Paul joined the Associates
in 2006. He sees the Library
as the heart of a community
of scholars and feels that
supporting the Library helps sustain Yale’s
distinctive character.
As a student of literature and philosophy at
Yale, Paul spent many happy hours in Sterling

Memorial Library. He regularly took
refuge in the Main Reading Room,
where the soaring architecture and
hushed environment inspired serious
study and reflection. The Elizabethan
Club, which combined rare books
and good company, was another of
his favorite places. He was also a
member of the Jared Eliot Associates, an undergraduate version of
the Library Associates.
Paul’s book collecting interests
include Hopkins, C.S. Lewis, Merton,
Percy, and early devotional materials.
A New Orleans native, he also collects
the literature of that region. In 2005,
he privately published a commonplace

book, titled Leaky Ships, which drew
upon assorted “odds and ends” in
his library.
Paul is C.E.O. of the national
association of the U.S. mutual fund
industry in Washington, D.C. Previously, he worked in private and
corporate law practice and in senior
government positions, including
President Reagan’s White House
staff. He and his wife, Joyce, have
been together 28 years, and he points
out that she allowed him to build
three libraries in as many homes,
never complaining that the books
still exceed the available shelves!

calendar of exhibits
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Musical Instruments
June 1 – August 30, Nave of SML (opp. public elevators)

Early Women Healers and Health Advocates

50th Reunion Exhibit

Until April 30, Nave of SML

May 15 – June 15, Memorabilia Room, SML

Madness in Mesopotamia
Until May 31, Nave of SML (opp. public elevators)

Bound by Tradition: The Influence of Historical
Bindings on Artists’ Books

"EINECKE 2ARE "OOK AND -ANUSCRIPT ,IBRARY
Collecting an Empire: The East India Company
(1600–1900)

Until May 31, Arts of the Book Collection, SML

March 25 – early June

Paul Mellon (1907–1999): Yale Student, Friend
and Benefactor

Trees in Fact and Fable
April 9 – May 25

Until May 14, Memorabilia Room, SML

Arabic and Islamic Cuisine: The Tradition Continues
Until April 19, Courtyard Corridor, SML

Rudyard Kipling: The Books I Leave Behind
June 1 – September 15

The Road to Yorktown

The 12 Colleges of Yale

June 18 – August 31

May 1 – July 31, Nave of SML

The History of Globalization: Artifacts and Documentation
from Yale’s Collections

$IVINITY ,IBRARY

April 20 – July 31, Courtyard Corridor, SML

For more information: http://www.library.yale.edu/div/
exhibits.html

East Asia Library 100th Anniversary Exhibit

-EDICAL ,IBRARY

August 1 – October 31, Nave of SML

For more information: http://www.med.yale.edu/library/
about/exhibits.html

Please see our website at: http://resources.library.yale.edu/online/news.asp for a complete listing of exhibits.

5PDATED 3ELECTOR´S $IRECTORY
For requests for new materials as well as reference or instruction inquiries,
please refer to the current list of the library’s subject specialists at:
http://resources.library.yale.edu/online/selectors.asp
Bookplate from
the Arts of the Book
bookplate collection
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